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Abstract—Cutting tool life depends on the degree of resistance to wear on the cutting edge. Temperature rise due to heat generated in work piece and cutting tool interface was found to be responsible for tool wear. Dry cutting is necessary to prevent corrosive effect of coolants. On this basis, Rockwell class ‘A’ (HRA) hardness test was employed in testing the hardness of four selected single point cutting tools at varying temperature. The tools are High Speed Steel (HSS) tools (M4 and M1), and High Carbon Steel (HCS) tools (Q275 and A36) according to Society of American Engineers (SAE) steel grades. The temperature variation was achieved by heating the samples in a digital electric furnace at varying temperature from 150 °C to 750 °C as specified by the SAE standard, in step of 50°C. The hardness number was read directly through a digital display unit of the Identec hardness tester, while determining the hardness of the cutting edge (tip) of the tool. The results obtained were analyzed using statistical regression model. From the experimental results, the high speed steel tools showed better hardness at higher temperatures than High carbon steel tools. The range of temperature that supported dry cutting was predicted.

Index Terms—Cutting Tools, Hardness, Dry Cutting, Temperature range, Work piece Material.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single point cutting tools are critical in machining operations especially on lathe and shaping machines. During machining, temperature of the tools tend to increase thereby making the tools susceptible to wear. The tool wear rate depends largely on the hardness of work piece material, speed and feed of cut, cutting conditions (dry or wet) and tool material. The stated factors, summarily determine tool life which is an economic indicator of how well the metal cutting operations is performing. It is clear that long tool-life has better economic value than short tool-life [10, 24].

Property requirements of tools to have a long life were well stated in literature [4, 19, 22]. Many researchers have attempted to develop improved tool materials to sustain wear challenges [10, 22, 24]. Turning operations have been found prominent in experimental investigation of tool wear [7, 23]. Easy measurement of wear on the flank (tip) of the cutting tool or high demand of turning jobs could be a reason [12, 16]. High temperature, which is a major contributor to tool wear arises as a result of heating effect of friction between the tool and the work piece during cutting operations. Coolants can reduce heat but it was additional cost beside corrosion effect it has on machine, tools and work piece. This limitation has led to development of tool materials and coatings in which coolant application may not necessary during machining operations [23, 25]. Alternative method of tooling devoid of coolant can be developed through balancing of work piece and cutting tool properties with special consideration to temperature and hardness. Under this platform, simplification through testing of heat resistance (temperature) level of existing tools in order to determine (predict) possibility of using them at a certain temperature range without hardness loss during machining operations. The objective of this study is to develop hardness loss prediction model for selected HSS and HCS single point cutting tools under varying temperature. Experiment was carried out by measuring tip hardness of the tools under varying temperature in static condition. Furnace and electronic digital hardness tester was used for the measurement of the stated parameter during experimentation. Tool failure was determined at the point where there was a sharp decrease tip hardness.

Many studies were carried out in literature on temperature and tool hardness. These studies included: cutting temperature control [20, 21]; tool failure modes due to high temperature [19]; cutting tool temperature distribution during machining operations [18]; tool- chip interface temperature analysis [10, 14]; tool temperature analysis under hardened steel machining operations [1]; cutting zone temperature variation prediction by thermocouple technique [2, 4]; cutting temperature and integrity of machined surface analysis [13]; established numerical analysis for cutting parameters including temperature [8, 9]; and mechanisms of tool wear analysis [11, 15, 17]. None of the stated studies considered temperature variation with cutting tool tip-hardness simultaneous under the experimental framework. Besides, non-modelling of cutting edge hardness of single point cutting tools at varying temperature for prediction purpose is another area that needs attention. In this study the stated gaps were addressed by carrying out experimental study on the cutting tip hardness at varying temperature and modelling of the outcomes using statistical regression technique.

There exist a myriad of cutting tool material; these included HSS, HCS, cemented carbides, ceramics, cubic boron Nitride, and diamond [3, 5]. This study focused on the first two materials because of availability of the tools, and usability in many mechanical workshops. Determination of tool life and tool wear of single point cutting tools was made simple by prediction through modelling tool tip (flank) - hardness due to temperature variation. The single point cutting tool nomenclature is shown in fig. 1. It comprises cutting edge, rake face, flank face, nose and shank [6, 12]. Hardness variation of the tool’s cutting edge /flank face (cutting tip)
with the change in temperature was studied and the results presented in this paper.

Fig.1. Single point cutting tool geometry

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

A. Materials

Four selected single point cutting tools were tested for their hardness within a temperature range of 150°C - 750°C, in steps of 50°C. The selected tools are High Speed Steel (HSS) tools of models M4 (standard) and M1 (intermediate) (according to the Society of American Engineers, SAE steel grades and under the class of T11304 and T11301 respectively according to American Iron and Steel Institute, AISI classification), and High Carbon Steel (HCS) tools of models Q275 (standard) and A36 (intermediate) (according to SAE steel grades and under the class of AISI 1561 and AISI 1095 respectively according to AISI classification). The chemical composition of the tools are shown in Table 1. The presence of higher percentage of carbon, tungsten and some vital alloying elements in the chemical composition of high carbon steel (HCS) and high speed steel (HSS) tools were responsible for the superiority of the standard tool steels over the intermediate tool steels (Table 1). The choice of high carbon steel and high speed steel materials for experimental work is principally because of the ability of these materials to retain their hardness at reasonably high temperatures under a permissive range of cutting parameters. Besides, the tools have wide applications in most lathe cutting/turning operations. Other major materials used for the experimental work are digital electric furnace and a Rockwell class A hardness measuring machine known as Identic. The chemical composition results shown in Table 3 are similar to the tools’ manufacturers’ specifications.

Table 1 Chemical Composition of the base materials in Tool Steel Samples (wt %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>HSS 1 (wt %)</th>
<th>HSS 2 (wt %)</th>
<th>HCS 1 (wt %)</th>
<th>HCS 2 (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon (C)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon (Si)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium (Cr)</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium (V)</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungsten (W)</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum (M)</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese (Mn)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper (Cu)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel (Ni)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur (S)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Experimental

The aim of the experiment is to determine how the hardness of the cutting tools vary with temperature change. The objective is to determine the permissive temperature range at which the individual cutting tool can retain its hardness before failure. The type of hardness test employed for this experimental work is Rockwell A class hardness test. This method proved to be a major advance in the world of hardness testing. It enabled the user to perform an accurate hardness test on a variety of sized parts in just a few seconds. The type of hardness tester used for this experimental work is shown in Fig. 2. The Model -4150AK digital Rockwell hardness tester is a mechanical/electrical hardness testing instrument, which comprises; digital display device, microcomputer control lift, release screw and automatic feedback lock, rotary wheels, and printer. The machine was designed to completely eliminate error and Produced in 2007 by Indentec Hardness Testing Machine Limited, West Milano, United Kingdom. For this tester, force application, indentation, hardness value display, and general operational automation methods are simplified.

Fig. 2 Model -4150AK Digital Rockwell Hardness Testing Machine

Fig. 3. Digital Electric furnace (Blast Air Oven of KX350A Model)

Other notable Equipment used for the experimental work include: a digital electric furnace called ‘blast air oven’ of KX350A model produced by KENXIN International Company Limited (Fig. 3); a motorized reciprocating compressor; and a spring controlled tongue.

The four samples of cutting tool steel were tested for their hardness within a temperature range of 150°C - 750°C, in steps of 50°C. The type of hardness test employed was Rockwell class ‘A’ (HRA). The type of penetrator used
is diamond (brale) of 10kgf minor load and 60kgf major load. Tests were made with the Rockwell hardness tester by applying two loads on the part to be tested. The first load was the minor load, the second, the major load. The Rockwell tester measured the linear depth of penetration. The difference in depth of penetration produced by applying a minor load and then a major load was translated into a hardness number. This number was read directly by using a digital display unit on the Identec hardness measuring machine in the experimental work under consideration.

A shallow penetration indicates a high degree of hardness and a high hardness number. A deep penetration indicates a lower degree of hardness and a low hardness number. In general, the harder the material, the greater its ability to resist deformation. Different penetrator points are used on Rockwell testers depending on the hardness of the material. Diamond (brale) penetrator of 10kgf load was used for this experimental work and this is referred to as minor load. The samples are first heated in a digital electric furnace (Fig. 3) to the required temperature and then placed on the measuring surface (anvil) of a digital hardness measuring machine known as Identec which displayed the hardness at that temperature after the required impact has been given to the sample by the diamond penetrator. The hardness of each sample was determined at every 500°C up to final temperature of 750°C. Readings were taken at cutting tool tip (flank) three/four times for each of the tools (table 2). Average values of the three/four readings to the nearest whole numbers were then determined and chosen as the hardness number as shown in table 3.

For each experimental run, anvil and indenter of the hardness tester were properly cleaned and seated well. Seating test using a material having a uniform hardness was carried and repeated until successive measurement values showed no trend of increasing or decreasing hardness. Tools (samples) were placed on the anvil by means of spring controlled tongue. The contact area between a well-supported test material and the anvil was cleansed of dirt, dust or lubricant using ethyl alcohol and dried with lint free cloth and filtered air. During the experimental run, indenters and anvil were protected from damage/scratch. The effect of Rockwell hardness testing cycle was assumed to be negligible on the hardness measured. The summary of the experimental steps is as follows: select and mount the appropriate penetrator/indenter and anvil in the hardness tester; put on the digital display unit (identec) power source and prepare it for the measurement; place the steel sample on the anvil; raise the anvil or lower the penetrator until it touches the tool sample; apply the minor load (this load is shown on the digital display unit), and set the hardness reading of the indicator at zero; apply the appropriate major load; reduce the kgf of the major load to the setting of the minor load; read the hardness from the digital display unit; reduce the minor load, move the tool cutting tip/edge to second, third or fourth location; record the hardness readings; and average the three/four hardness readings to determine the hardness value.

C. Modelling Method

The results obtained from the experimental tests on the four different tool samples were analyzed using statistically regression model. For each regression equation, outcome of coefficient of determination showed a strong representation of experimental data. The most fitted hardness regression model for the tool sample was polynomial out of the list of statistical regression models tested namely: linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic, cubic, compound, power, growth, polynomial and exponential models. The chemical composition, experimental and modelling outcomes were discussed in the following section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Chemical Composition Results

The standard high speed steel tool of M4 grade has a high carbon content of 1.33% and it has a high percentage of both tungsten (5.88%) and molybdenum (5.63%) which principally accounts for its superiority over the intermediate high speed steel tool. The intermediate high speed steel tool is a relatively high alloy of speed steel of M1 grade with 0.83 percent carbon (table 1). Although it has a high percentage of molybdenum (about 8.70%) in its chemical composition, the non-availability of alloying elements and its relatively low percentage of other alloying elements like tungsten accounts for its inferiority over the standard high speed steel tool. However, the percentage of alloying elements in both high speed steel tools under experimental test is relatively a little above 10%.

The standard high carbon steel tool is a low alloy carbon steel of the Q275 grade having carbon content of 0.9% with other alloying elements in various proportions as specified in the table 1. The less availability of trace impurities and the presence of some alloying elements in reasonably high percentage accounts for the superiority of standard high carbon steel tool over the intermediate type. The intermediate high carbon steel is a relatively low alloy carbon steel of A36 grade with 0.70% carbon content. The presence of trace impurities of other elements like sulphur (about 0.05%) in the intermediate high carbon steel has a significant adverse effect on its quality. Its melting point is around 1426 – 1538°C. The percentage of alloying elements in both high carbon steel tools under experimental test is below 5%.

B. Experimental Test Results

The results of the tests carried out on four different samples of steel tool materials are shown in tables 2 and 3. From the results, the Standard High Speed Steel (HSS1) tool retained its hardness of 77 HRA till 500°C before reduction occurred at a moderate rate up to 650°C. After this temperature geometric reduction in hardness took place up to the maximum temperature, 750°C. Between 700°C and 750°C, the tool can no longer function properly as wear/weakness was set in due to drastic reduction in hardness.

The Intermediate High Speed Steel (HSS2) on the other hand has a lower hardness of 72 HRA at 150°C which it retained up to 450°C. Between 500°C and 600°C, gradual reduction in hardness was set in. Above these temperatures, higher and steadily reduction in hardness occurred as low as 41 HRA, thereby rendering the tool unsuitable for certain machining operations. However, re-sharpening of the cutting edge or re-hardening of the tool surface can be carried out as a solution to this challenge.

Generally, it was deduced from the results (table 3) that the Standard High Speed Steel is harder than the Intermediate type. For example at 150°C, HSS1 had a hardness of 78 HRA which was higher than that of HSS2 with hardness of 72 HRA.
Similarly, at 750°C, HSS1 had a hardness of 52 HRA while HSS2 had 41 HRA. The Standard High Carbon Steel (HCS1) tool hardness value of 68 HRA at 150°C was maintained only up to 250°C. Slight reduction in hardness value was recorded between 300°C and 450°C. Beyond this, considerable reduction in hardness value was noticed. Hence, tool hardness (30HRA and 40HRA) at this temperature can only support machining of the plastic materials or other softer metals.

The intermediate high carbon steel (HCS 2) on the other hand has almost the same hardness with HCS1 at 150°C up to 200°C with just very little variation with similar mean values (table 3). At 250°C, gradual reduction in hardness values were recorded up to 300°C. Above this temperature, the hardness value began to fall sharply and stabilized at 26 HRA, 750°C.

In comparison, HCS1 tool was slightly harder than HCS2 at lower temperature, 150°C- 200°C. At temperature range of 250°C - 450 °C, the difference in hardness became pronounced as HCS1 almost maintained its initial hardness of 68 HRA at 150°C - 450°C, while HCS2 hardness decreased sharply from 68 HRA at 150°C to 38 HRA at 450°C. The technical indication of this is that HCS1 can still be used to machine even harder materials up to a temperature of 450°C while HCS2 can only be used successfully up to 250°C.

It can be concluded that the High Speed Steel (HSS1&2) tools can be viably used without loss of hardness within temperatures of 650°C and 450°C respectively, while the High Carbon Steels (HCS1&2) tools were operable within temperature limits of 300°C and 200°C, respectively (fig. 4).

C. Modelling Results

Regression model summary obtained from experimental results for hardness prediction of the cutting tools are presented by equations 1-5. Polynomial models of order three (3) were found to be optimal because it possessed best/highest coefficients of determination. This characteristics made its predicted hardness values similar to experimental outcomes in table 3. On this basis, polynomial model was found to give the best fit of experimental data out of regression models considered, namely; linear, logarithmic, inverse, quadratic, cubic, compound, power, growth, polynomial and exponential. Therefore, Rockwell hardness numbers predicted was formulated as:

\[
HRN = [a + bT + cT^2 + dT^3]
\]

HRN, is Rockwell Hardness Number; a, b, c, and d, are the coefficients of various degrees of temperature, and T, is temperature in degree Celsius. The Rockwell Hardness Numbers (HRN) prediction model results are presented in “(2-5)” for the four tools’ hardness outputs by applying the regression “(1)”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>TEMPERATURE (°C)</th>
<th>HRRN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS1</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSS2</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>72.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCS1</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCS2</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Hardness Variations with Temperatures
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selection of tool hardness and temperature for dry cutting operation will enhance process optimization, productivity and cutting economy.
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